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1. Background
On September 4, 2012, President Santos announced the signing of a General Agreement for the
Termination of the Conflict between the Government of Colombia and the FARC, setting in motion
the fourth official peace talks with this group. The initial agenda includes: 1) integrated rural
reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the end of the
conflict (laying down arms and reintegration into civilian life); 4) drug trafficking; and 5) rights of
victims. Preparatory talks started in Oslo on October 17, 2012 and substantive dialogues, in
Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one on the first point
on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on the next point,
political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from November 27 to December 3
Inspector General asks ICC to intervene in case of impunity
Alejandro Ordóñez, the Inspector General, met with the Chief Prosecutor and Attorney General of
the International Criminal Court. He requested that the ICC intervene if the FARC are offered
impunity in a peace agreement. He expressed concern that a final agreement could take into
account only restorative justice (truth and reparations) and leave out penal justice.1
Football match for reconciliation
After President Santos expressed admiration for Nelson Mandela’s use of sport as a tool for
reconciliation,2 famous footballer “Pibe” Valderrama invited members of the FARC delegation in
Havana to play a football match. The FARC accepted, and suggested that two matches be held:
one in Havana, and a second in Santa Marta, which is a popular site for national football.3 They
have invited Argentine player Maradona and other football stars to be part of the match.4
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3. Dialogues & Agenda
FARC proposals for anti-drug policy
The FARC team made ten proposals in discussions on illegal drugs, including: improved alternative
crop projects; termination of crop spraying; no international influence on national drug policies;
legalization of coca crops; and dismantling of drug trafficking organizations.5
In a press conference on Friday, the FARC delegation said that they felt they had been forced to
collect tributes in peasant communities in order to protect their populations from drugs
traffickers.6 They also stated their belief that Colombia’s drug problem is not national but rather
international, and that its solution should be a joint effort.7
The Attorney General does not agree with the idea that coca crops should be legalized, as he does
not consider this to be an appropriate response to the problem of illegal drugs.8
UN delivers illegal drugs proposals in Havana
Fabrizio Hochschild, UN Resident Humanitarian Coordinator, delivered proposals the UN has
collected on illegal drugs to the dialogue table. The peasants’ proposal requests support in finding
coca cultivation alternatives. Others focus on public health and drug legalization.9

4. International
Ex-FARC members end global “peace tour”
Medardo Maturana and Claudia Roa, two ex- FARC members, concluded their global tour
supporting the peace process. The tour started in Madrid and ended in Berlin this week. Its
objective was to increase support for the dialogues by allowing the public to interact with
demobilized FARC members who reintegrated into society and want an end to the conflict.10
Santos meets with Obama
President Santos met with President Obama on Tuesday, and the US President praised Santos’
efforts to build peace in Colombia. Santos requested US post-conflict support and encouraged the
USA to demonstrate more commitment to regional development and peace.11
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Ecuador prepares for “risks” of peace in Colombia
Ecuador’s Security Minister Homero Arellano said that the demobilization of the FARC could
worsen border issues like drugs trafficking and illegal mining. One risk of FARC demobilization is
that new criminal organizations form and participate even more in illegal activities.
Context note: Ecuador has 10,000 troops (20% of its army) along the border, and houses 55,000
refugees. The two countries have operated joint border security initiatives in the past.12

5. Other Voices
Women, minorities, and children are most affected: CNMH report
A Center for Historical Memory report “Challenges to reintegration: focus on gender, age, and
ethnicity” shows that women, minorities, and children are most affected by conflict. Hundreds of
ex-guerrilla and paramilitary members were interviewed for the report, whose main findings were:
demobilized women are judged more harshly by society than men; indigenous groups have their
own mechanisms to rescue illegally recruited children; and guerrilla groups do not distinguish
between children and adults in terms of the demands made on them in conflict.13

6. Emerging Challenges & Responses
ELN peace process closer?
ELN commander alias ‘Gabino’ stated that he has already designated five commanders as the
delegation that would represent the guerrilla group in peace talks with the GOC.14 The ELN also
stated that it will accept the “challenge” of conducting peace talks with the GOC without a
bilateral ceasefire. No start-date for such talks has been set, but this point was an obstacle to
dialogues with the ELN, and has challenged GOC-ELN talks in the past.15
The ELN also liberated León Andrés Montes Ceballos, 1.5 years after he was kidnapped. Montes
Ceballos stated that he believes his liberation was a gesture of peace by the ELN. 16
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7. Timeline

Colombian Peace Process: 2012 - present
Talks begin in Havana
(Nov)
Preparatory talks start
in Havana (Nov)

Rural development
forum (Dec 17-19)

Political participation
forum (Apr 28-30)

Negotiations start in
Norway (Oct)

2012

Exploratory talks start
in Cuba (Feb)

Agreement on agenda
point 1: rural reform
(May 26)

Peace march
(Apr 9)

2013

FARC cease fire
ends (Jan 20)

FARC cease fire begins
(Nov 20)

2014
Agreement on agenda
point 2: political
participation (Nov 6)

Signing of General
Agreement for the
End of Conflict
announced (Sep)

8. Further Reading
Wealthy classes most supportive of peace process
A survey conducted by Semana and other news outlets found that 79% of the upper class, 64% of
the middle class, and 60% of the lower class support the GOC-FARC peace process. In addition,
62% of those surveyed believed that the President elected in 2014 should continue with the
dialogues. The survey included 1,225 people in 34 urban municipalities.17
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2. Key Developments from December 4 to December 10
Colombia will demobilize 25,000 people after peace agreements
Colombian Reintegration Agency (ACR) Director Alejandro Eder stated that his entity expects to
receive 20,000-25,000 demobilized people if the FARC and ELN sign peace agreements. This differs
from other estimates that the FARC have 7,200 combatants and the ELN 1,200. Eder explained
that this is accounted for by the inclusion of support structures in the ACR estimate.18
Eighty percent of demobilized people satisfied with reintegration
The ACR conducted a survey of 1,307 demobilized people in 31 service centers across the country.
Eighty percent reported being satisfied with their reintegration. In addition, 71% say that they
currently work. Ninety percent said that their quality of life now is better than when they were
part of an illegal armed group. Members of the general population were also interviewed. Eighty
percent recognized the contribution that reintegration makes to peace.19

3. Dialogues & Agenda
FARC announce 30-day ceasefire
A day after their attack in Cauca, the FARC declared a 30-day ceasefire starting on December 15th.
The group hoped that the national army will suspend activity. President Santos rejected this idea,
stating that military action will still target the FARC during the 30-day period.20
Ousting of Mayor Petro threatens peace process: FARC
The Mayor of Bogotá, Gustavo Petro (former member of the guerrilla M-19) was ousted from his
post by the Inspector General, provoking outrage from those who voted for him. The FARC reacted
18
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to his dismissal by saying that it is proof that the political left cannot exercise politics in Colombia
because they are sabotaged by the right.21

4. International
OAS understands difficulties of transitional justice
In an OAS meeting, President Santos said that if the inter-American entity takes a rigid position on
the fulfillment of justice norms in a FARC peace accord, the transition to peace could be impeded.
The Secretary General of the OAS, José Miguel Insulza, confirmed that Colombia’s transitional
justice proposals will be debated in the OAS and that standards must be upheld.22
Tony Blair weighs in on peace
President Santos met with Tony Blair last week. The UK ex-Prime Minister said that Colombians
must be united behind peace, as the British were during the Northern Ireland peace accords. He
emphasized a need for a fair political framework that facilitates security and coexistence.23
International experts in Colombia to debate reintegration
Experts from twenty countries met in Santa Marta to discuss best practices in reintegration at the
First Global DDR Summit organized by the ACR. Experts came from Angola, Burundi, Mozambique,
Rwanda, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Nepal and other countries. They agreed that a great task for
Colombia will be to facilitate reconciliation and economic reintegration of the demobilized
people.24

5. Other Voices
Study released on children in conflict
UNICEF, the Colombian Family Welfare Institute, and IOM (funded by USAID) conducted a study of
1,600 children affected by conflict. All five of the variables studied (displacement, disengagement,
sexual abuse, mine injuries, and being orphaned) impact emotional development, causing low selfesteem, aggressive behavior, and anxiety. Indigenous girls are most affected by violence. Children
younger than twelve are less resilient than older children.25
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6. Emerging Challenges & Responses
Minister of the Interior requests regional governors’ support for peace
Minister of the Interior Aurelio Iragorri requested that departmental governors prepare for postconflict and facilitate regional support for the implementation of peace agreements. The
governors requested the decentralization of decision-making to allow those who best understand
the regions to make decisions about how to implement peacebuilding initiatives.26
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8. Further Reading
Challenges for the next Congress
El Tiempo published an analysis of challenges to be confronted by the next Congress, which will be
elected in March. These included peace, rural development, justice, health, and education. The
analysis arose from a discussion of the congressional elections held by El Tiempo with candidates
from a range of political parties.27
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Interview with an ex-combatant
Semana interviewed ex-guerrilla member Laura Villa about her experiences in the FARC, her
reasons for joining the group, and her life now that she has left. Villa was a student who left
university in 2002 to join the FARC. She demobilized recently, and is now back in university.28
Datexco survey shows increase in optimism regarding peace process
Approval for the way in which President Santos is managing the peace process has risen 17 points
since October, according to a survey conducted by the company Datexco. In October, 21% of those
surveyed thought that the peace process would result in a peace agreement, and this figure has
now gone up to 39%.29
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1. Background
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political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from December 11 to December 17
Security will be top priority until peace agreement: Santos
President Santos stated that the armed forces should not let their guard down, and should
continue their offensive against the FARC until a peace agreement is signed. He also said that in
the case that an agreement is signed, the National Police will be in charge of sustaining peace as
part of a national post-conflict strategy.30
Armed forces can receive transitional justice benefits
At a military ceremony, President Santos declared that the armed forces will be able to apply for
transitional justice benefits, as a debt that Colombian society owes them for their efforts in the
conflict.31
Frank Pearl asks petroleum industry to consider post-conflict
GOC dialogues delegate spoke at a petroleum industry event on Friday. In his speech, he asked
businesses and other actors in the sector to consider how they are going to contribute to the postconflict phase in Colombia. This, he said, includes not only employing ex-combatants but also
interacting with communities and investing in initiatives that prevent young people from joining
criminal groups, and that promote long-term stability and positive social transformation.32
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3. Dialogues & Agenda
Teams return to the dialogue table in Havana
The GOC and FARC dialogue teams returned to the table on Monday for a five-day round
discussing illegal drug policy, to conclude on the 20th of December. Team leader, Humberto de la
Calle, and ex-High Commissioner for Peace, Frank Pearl, will not return to Havana until
Wednesday. They are rumored to be designing the 2014 peace process strategy with President
Santos until then.33
FARC ceasefire is a gesture of good will: Attorney General
On Sunday the FARC entered a unilateral ceasefire, which will go on for 30 days. Attorney General,
Eduardo Montealegre, stated that this was a gesture of good will demonstrating the guerrilla
group’s commitment to peace.34 On Tuesday there were conflicting reports on whether the
guerrilla group had broken the ceasefire with an attack on Monday, causing doubts about the
willingness of some blocs of the FARC to submit to orders made by the high commanders at the
talks in Havana. In their statements, FARC also criticized Government strategy against illegal
drugs.35

4. International
Mandela is remembered in context of peace talks
John Kerry highlighted the example that Mandela provided for the Colombian peace process,
stating that he focused on the future instead of holding onto the hate of the past.36 GOC dialogue
team leader, Humberto de la Calle, also expressed his gratitude to Mandela for providing an
example of how to overcome differences in the common interest of peace.37
The European Union will finance post-conflict efforts
The President of the European Commission, José Manuel Durao, met with President Santos last
week. He stated that the EU has funds available to support post-conflict efforts in Colombia,
although he did not specify an amount. He also emphasized the importance of trade relations
between the EU and Colombia as a middle-income country.38
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5. Other Voices
Letter to the FARC about the peace football match
Various academics, politicians, and other relevant actors signed a letter to the FARC supporting
the idea that they play a football match with various famous footballers and representatives of
government. This match was suggested three weeks ago, and aims to facilitate reconciliation.
Individuals who signed the letter include politician Horacio Serpa, National Center for Historical
Memory Director Alvaro Villaraga, and organizations Colombians for Peace, the Women’s House,
Corporación Nuevo Arco Iris, and the Peace and Reconciliation Foundation.39

6. Emerging Challenges & Responses
Sexual violence used as a weapon
An editor from El Tiempo, Jineth Bedoya, was interviewed by the Observer in London. She
discussed a report by ABColombia that highlights the use of sexual violence as a weapon in the
armed conflict and the fact that it is often given impunity in judicial processes.40
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8. Further Reading
Analyses of the peace process this year
Two analyses of the peace process as it occurred in 2013 were published. One, by Semana
Magazine, highlighted eight points related to the peace process, such as events that affected or
caused controversy around the talks. Points included: the trip by Congress members to meet with
the FARC dialogue team; the agreement on integrated rural reform; Uribe’s Twitter updates; the
agreement on political participation; and the question of the peace process’ relationship with next
year’s elections.41 The El Tiempo analysis focused on similar points.42
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reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the end of the
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Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one on the first point
on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on the next point,
political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from December 18 to December 24
FARC announce plan for “National Constituent Assembly”
At the final press conference of the year for the peace talks, the FARC presented their 12 minimum
points for a “National Constituent Assembly,” which they believe is the best way to ratify the
peace agreements, if they are signed in Havana. They also added that the problem of illicit drugs is
a social one.43
Never has GOC advanced this far in peace negotiations with the FARC: De la Calle
Leading GOC representative at the peace discussions, Humberto de la Calle, stated on December
20th that the GOC has never made so much progress before in peace talks with the FARC than
what has been done in the current discussions, despite the fact that GOC hoped to advance
more.44

3. Dialogues & Agenda
Dialogues take a break for the holidays, no advances reported
The GOC and FARC peace dialogues culminated their 18th round of discussion on December 20th,
with no reported advances on the issue of illicit drugs. The talks will resume again on January
13th.45 The GOC and FARC spent the last week with experts on the issue of illegal drugs listening to
analysis on various related issues.46
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4. Other Voices
President Santos calls on Colombians to make peace starting at home
Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos called on Colombians during the holiday season to build
peace within their families. He also made references to the idea of reconciliation and asking for
forgiveness.47
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6. Further Reading
Analyses of the peace process this year
The Peace and Reconciliation Foundation released its report on what occurred in the armed
conflict during 2013. They reported that the FARC carried out 2003 “armed actions” in 2013, a
slight increase from 2012, and that the dynamics of FARC attacks in the last year followed a logic
clearly connected to the peace talks in Havana. The organization also released reports on the ELN
and Bacrim groups.481
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